The cognitive science of belief is a burgeoning field, with insights ranging from detailing the fundamental structure of the mind,\textsuperscript{1} to explaining the spread of fake news.\textsuperscript{2} Here we highlight how new insights into belief acquisition, storage, and change can transform our understanding of psychiatric disorders. Although we focus on monothematic delusions, the morals apply more broadly.

Psychiatry & Belief

The Capgras syndrome patient thinks their loved one is an impostor yet doesn't call the cops. The Cotard's syndrome patient thinks they're dead but still eats dinner. These delusions seem like the workings of a belief system gone haywire. Why would one share the same bed as their spouse-replacing clone? How can one believe they're dead but still want seconds?
The problem is that belief is a concept in both “folk psychology” and science. Sometimes the former leads us astray, especially in clinical contexts. The new science of belief suggests that delusions function similarly to the beliefs of neurotypicals. By understanding how belief really works, we can better understand and serve psychiatric populations.

Belief Acquisition

Cognitive science uncovers an asymmetry between acquiring and rejecting beliefs.\(^3,^4,^5\) Acquisition is automatic, but rejection takes effort. These are the only options. There is no suspending belief; you can’t be neutral on a moving train.\(^6\) Information must be actively rejected, lest it’s passively accepted. Since the latter is easier, we do it more frequently. Because rejection requires attention, one cannot be distracted.

Before symptom onset, the Capgras patient regularly experienced the positive affect associated with seeing people they love; they saw their spouse and felt that low-level love buzz. But they now have a valenced-perception problem. Their spouse appears the same, but something is off: startlingly, seeing them doesn’t feel the same anymore.\(^7,^8,^9,^{10,11}\) The patient then acts as anyone would, using their senses to guide belief, passively accepting their experience. Needing to explain why seeing their spouse no longer feels the same, they infer that their spouse is an impostor.

Patients are making understandable inferences from difficult-to-resolve premises. They acquired those premises not from a reasoning error but from a problem of affective perception combined with the formidable power of rationalization. To accept that their perceptual beliefs are misleading, they must continuously reject their perceptual experience. But the power of experience is strong;\(^12\)
rejecting that information takes a level of cognitive effort that is hard to attain when one is under extraordinary cognitive load from unexpected hallucinations.

Belief Storage

A canonical picture of belief storage is that all beliefs are stored in a single “web of belief.” The13,14,15 evidential relations between beliefs constitute the web’s structure: changing one belief changes the topography of everything we believe. Knowing there’s no food in the house should make you believe the fridge is empty. Yet fridges still get fruitlessly opened.16 One explanation for this type of lapse is that there is no single web of belief. Instead, beliefs are cordoned off in smaller, discrete databases. This is the “Fragmentation of Belief.” Beliefs in one fragment are sequestered from beliefs in others, even when those beliefs are relevant.

Belief fragmentation helps explain how delusional beliefs become sequestered.17 Oftentimes the knowledge we need is stored but inaccessible. Activated beliefs are what dictates one’s behavior.18 One might think of Spain as both a beautiful vacation destination and as the location of one’s greatest heartbreak, yet never put both thoughts together until one lands in Barcelona. Similarly, a person might think: “Being alive doesn’t feel like it used to” and so infer that they’re dead. But at dinnertime, they still feel hungry. Knowledge that the dead don’t get hungry may appear in a belief fragment separated from their belief that they’re dead.

Belief Change
But even recognizing death’s effects on metabolism won’t necessarily dissolve the delusion, and the mechanisms that explain why are the same ones we use in our everyday life, those of a well-functioning Psychological Immune System.\textsuperscript{19,20} If the Cotard’s patient realizes the dead don’t get hungry, why don’t they infer that they aren’t dead? After all, their prior belief that they’re alive is strong, and all the available evidence—e.g., their gurgling stomach—is confirmatory, assuming people reason like Bayesians.

But we are not strictly Bayesian updaters.\textsuperscript{20} Consider the Cotard’s patient’s mindset. They’ve told people that they’re dead, and in return, received blank stares and accusations of irrationality. Yet they still cling to the belief I’m not irrational. This is understandable. Giving up their core belief in their rationality would have existentially crushing consequences,\textsuperscript{21} so instead they infer that sometimes the dead’s stomachs growl.

It’s easy to accept one’s wrong when one doesn’t self-identify with a belief. An erroneous belief about Vermont’s capital can be updated without much friction. But evidence that assails one’s sanity cannot merely be taken up without a drastic reimagining of the self. The same principle holds for millennial cultists who predict end times, conspiracy theorists who are certain Q exists deep in the CIA, and the rest of us, who generally reason about misfortune using an unconscious, obstinate ‘belief in a just world.’\textsuperscript{22}

This is the Psychological Immune System at work: we tend to think of ourselves as good, smart, sane people. Giving up core beliefs isn’t like giving up a belief about Vermont’s capital. Evidence that one is not good, smart, or sane won’t be integrated in line with probabilistic norms, but will be twisted to preserve psychological stability.
This is the belief updating system properly functioning. If one’s spouse leaves, one might infer that they are coming back, it’ll just be a little longer. After a while, that belief may become unsustainable, so one rationalizes that it’s good that my spouse left me; the idea that it’s truly awful that one’s spouse left is too devastating to handle. Similar morals hold for those who lose jobs or limbs. Major blows to the psyche cannot be blithely accepted, except perhaps by the clinically depressed. They don’t tend to believe they are good, smart, and rational. Lacking these core beliefs may be among the causes of both their depression and depressive realism.

The New Science of Belief and Delusions

Three key aspects of beliefs--that they’re acquired automatically and rejected only with effort, stored in disconnected fragments, and updated to protect our core values--illuminate how delusions are shaped by the same belief mechanisms we all use. When we focus on patterns of reasoning, those suffering from monothematic delusions no longer look distinctively irrational. Instead, they may be adequately reasoning given their unfortunate and misleading evidence. Parallel morals apply to other pathological patterns of belief, including polythematic delusions in schizophrenia and self-image delusions in personality and eating disorders.

These lessons can be used in treatment to reduce delusional belief. For example, interventions that focus on what one’s proud of can strengthen the Psychological Immune System, thus increasing receptivity to counterattitudinal information. Before drawing attention to delusion-inconsistent evidence, clinicians can highlight information that bolsters the patient’s sense of self, such as reflecting on their values. In this way cognitive science holds new, powerful tools for not only
reducing the negative feeling induced by counterattitudinal information, but also for addressing delusions more broadly.
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